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The Australian and South Australian governments have jointly funded (50:50) $61 million to upgrade 
the Cross Road and Fullarton Road intersection. Once complete, the upgrade will improve travel 
times and road safety, increase intersection capacity, and enhance network reliability. 
 
During project works, the intersection will remain open to traffic at all times. Speed and lane restrictions 
will be in place in the vicinity. While the majority of these works are being undertaken during the day, some 
night works are required to ensure the works can be undertaken safely and efficiently.  
 
Night works  
Night works for line-marking, asphalt and drainage works will continue to be undertaken in various locations 
through and around the intersection between the hours of 7pm and 6am, Sunday to Thursday, as required. 
These night works will continue until late-May 2023, weather permitting.  
 
You will note that we previously advised that night works would be completed on 12 May 2023. This extension 
in time is due to inclement weather.  
 
Please take extra care when workers are on site and observe speed limits, lane restrictions and traffic 
controllers when travelling through the area.  
 
Access to properties will be maintained throughout these works, however the project team will contact 
individual property owners if driveway access is to be temporarily affected by the works.  
 
Some noise disturbance can be expected at times while these works are completed, however the work will be 
managed to minimise disturbance to nearby residents and businesses as much as practically possible. This 
includes scheduling intrusive works early evening where possible. You may also notice some odour which is 
common when asphalting works are underway.  
 
Further information   
For more information, or to register for project updates please contact the project team via phone on  
1800 271 168, by email to DIT.CrossFullarton@sa.gov.au or by visiting www.dit.sa.gov.au/cross_fullarton  
 
We appreciate your patience and cooperation whilst these important changes are implemented. 
 
Kind regards  
Cross Road and Fullarton Road Intersection Upgrade project engagement team  
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